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Fresh Air & Natural Light
Inspires Young Minds
Scientific studies have shown that students need
a connection with their environment to help keep a
healthy body and mind. That’s why we specialise
in products that not only reduce energy costs
but also help stimulate young minds and lead to
improved learning outcomes.

Energy Benefits
Most Architects and Building Designers
understand the benefits of natural
ventilation and try to maximise it in their
designs, science shows significant
benefits too:

Increased outdoor ventilation rates and
natural ventilation significantly reduces
respiratory illness, flu’s and absenteeism
by 9-20%.

LOUVRE WINDOW
90% Fresh Air

AWNING WINDOW
12%-30% Fresh Air

(Regardless of wind direction)

(Depending on wind direction)

SLIDING WINDOW
40% Fresh Air

FIXED WINDOW
0% Fresh Air

			
(Fisk/LBNL 2000 as quoted by Vivian
Loftness in Green Cities 2008 keynote address)

Controlled studies in 1999 and 2000
showed that as ventilation rates increase,
children perform school work with greater
speed. And the performance of adults
was also shown to improve with higher
ventilation rates.
				

(Wargocki, P., D.P. Wyon et al.
1999 & 2000)

Energy savings for a mixed mode (hybrid)
system are on average 59%.
					

(Carnegie Mellon;
2004)

NOTE:

Compliance with the energy provisions of Section
J of the NCC is possible when Altair® Louvres are
used appropriately.

Breezway Product Benefits

SOLAR CONTROL
Altair® Louvres:

Maximised Ventilation

Widths up to 1289mm

Open twice as wide as regular
windows.

Maximise natural light and
ventilation.

Outstanding Thermal
Resistance

Unbeatable Sound
Reduction

Comparable to double glazing
and thermally broken frames.

For quiet learning
environments.

Optional Security
Bars

Frames, Blades, Automation,
Colours, Security.

Extensive Testing

Easy to Install

80 years of louvre window
experience.

Fully assembled frames or
componentry.

Short Lead Times



Locally manufactured.

• Can use timber or aluminium
blades to completely block out
the sunlight while still allowing
maximum ventilation through the
window.

SEALING

Widest Customising
Options

Choice of aesthetics and
unobstructed views.

• Can achieve a Solar Heat Gain
Coefficient between 0.1 and 0.72
using glass blades.

7 Year Warranty

3 years for moving parts.

Altair® Louvre Windows provide
tight sealing due to:
• The patented living hinge design
that prevents water and air
penetration between the clips and
the channels.
• An over centre locking mechanism
which applies strong locking
pressure between blades when
fully closed.

THERMAL INSULATION
Altair® Louvre Windows can
achieve low U-values.
For example:

Louvres are a Natural Winner
Breezway commissioned an independent study set in climate
zone 5 (where 40% of Australia’s population is based).
This showed that by
turning air conditioning off
and using Altair® Louvre
Windows for cooling
natural ventilation when
appropriate had an annual
air conditioning load
decrease of 23%. This far
outweighs the benefits of
sealing a building up tightly
with fixed windows to
improve the efficiency of air
conditioning systems.
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SECURITY BARS
• Security bars are an effective barrier for securing
buildings after hours. When the louvre is open,
bars do not impede the operation of the window.
• Available to fit 152mm (6”) blade heights in
the Easyscreen Window System or Altair
Componentry.

Altair®
Windows

Heating
Cooling

• U-values ranging from 2.4 to
6.9. Comparable to many uPVC
double glazed windows.
• In extremely cold climates, louvrefixed lite-louvre combination
windows are a good way to
achieve good ventilation and very
low U-values.
• Altair Louvres with metal mesh
screens have WERS ratings
available which significantly
reduce the window’s U-value as
the glass blades and the screen
act in a similar way to double
glazing.

PERFORMANCE
• Up to 600Pa Water Penetration
Resistance.
• Up to 8,800Pa Ultimate Wind
Pressure.
• Cyclone Proven with wind speeds
up to 290kmh.
• Compliant with Fall Prevention
Requirements.
• WERS rated.

Product Offer

The Stronghold® System

Dualair™ Component System

Altair® Louvre Windows
are available from
leading window and
door manufacturers.
The Altair Louvre has been
designed to be compatible
with most timber and
aluminium windows so it
will match neatly with other
windows and doors in your
building.

• Add strength and safety to your building.
• Compliant with Fall Prevention Standards.
• Altair Louvre blades retained by pin that
passes through clip, bearing and blade.
• Can be screened and offers privacy or
shading when using aluminium blades.

• Secondary glazed unit for commercial
framing.
• Outstanding thermal performance.
• Improved water penetration resistance.
• Reduced installation costs.
• Compatible with the Powerlouvre Window
and Stronghold System.
• Fixed lite bays available.
TIP:

Easyscreen™ Window System

Innoscreen® Window System

• High performance frame with external
screening (sub-framing available).
• Compatible with the Powerlouvre Window
and Stronghold System.
• Variety of handles and barrier options
including keylocks and security bars.
• BAL-29 Bushfire compliant with metal
mesh screens.
• Fixed lite bays available.

• High performance frame with internal
screening (sub-framing available).
• Compatible with the Powerlouvre Window
and Stronghold System.
• Safer screen installation and cleaning on
multi-levels.
• Fixed lite bays available.

Powerlouvre™ Window System

• Superior aesthetics with no exposed
motors or control rods.
• Available with Easyscreen or Innoscreen
System, or Altair Componentry.
• Easy installation (remove the complexity of
sourcing special trades).
TIP:

Ideal for out-of-reach locations or as
floor-to-ceiling feature windows.

TIP:

Good solution for protecting louvre
blades in sporting halls.

Apptivate® Control Unit

• Touch-sensitive wall switch for Powerlouvre
Windows.
• Control from a compatible smartphone.
• Automatic operation in response to in-built
temperature sensor and timers.

Ideal for projects with High Rw or low
U-value ratings.

SL2® Window System

• Suits narrow frame applications
or installation into concrete block
construction.
• Screening not available.

TIP:

Perfect for above or beside doors on
internal walls to circulate ventilation
throughout the building.

Altair® Louvres in Other Frames

• Window manufacturers can install Altair
Components within their aluminium, timber
or UPVC frames.
• Suitable for commercial applications.

Breezway Background
Breezway Australia Pty Ltd has been designing and
manufacturing louvre windows from its Brisbane
base since the 1930’s.
The company has led the resurgence of louvre windows over the last
fifteen years and today is at the forefront of louvre window technology
and design. The inventions have led to today’s high performance,
architecturally designed Altair Louvre Window Products and we
are continually focused on updating, improving and releasing new
innovative products to market.

Locally Manufactured
Breezway maintains a direct presence
with service agents in every state of
Australia. However, Brisbane remains
the primary manufacturing centre with
custom-made orders manufactured
on short lead times after order
placement.
Altair Louvre Windows are available as a complete
window system or in componentry for easy
installation into timber or flat commercial frames
and are available from a highly respected network
of distributors, window fabricators and window
dealers.

Come in and Experience
the Difference
Breezway welcomes you to visit our Head Office
in Coorparoo, Brisbane. Our sustainable building
has been designed to showcase a number
of Altair® Louvre window products, including
the Powerlouvre™ Window which has been
incorporated into a Building Management System
(BMS) to open or close based on current weather
conditions.
The building provides unobstructed outdoor views and
unrestricted access to natural light and fresh air. A comfortable
temperature can be maintained throughout the day and as a
result, the amount of energy consumption from air conditioners
and artificial lighting is significantly reduced.
During your visit, we will also take you through the Breezway
factory and show you the NATA approved test rig in action so you
can witness first-hand the strength and durability of our products.

Showcased Projects
Below are just a few examples of how Altair® Louvre Windows have
been incorporated into projects to maximise the use of natural light
and ventilation.

St Paul’s Grammar School,
Midson Architecture, NSW
Altair Powerlouvre Windows inside this multi-purpose hall/
indoor basketball stadium help hot, rising air to escape
and be replaced with fresh, cooling breezes.

St Ursula’s College,
JDH Architects, NSW
This new three level building displays wide corridors,
expansive glazing and high ceilings. Breezway Louvres
allow natural light and ventilation into classrooms to keep
students comfortable and provide a connection to nature.

Halls Head College,
Parry & Rosenthal Architects, WA
Breezway Louvres in classrooms allow energy costs to be
significantly reduced by natural airflow. Altair Louvres with
the Stronghold System were specified where windows
require fall prevention, extra strength and security to keep
occupants safe.

Dalyellup College,
Parry & Rosenthal Architects, WA
2015 MBA Award for Excellence
This world-class education facility for up to 1200 year 7
to 12 students is a resilient, timeless building. Breezway
Louvres with the Stronghold System offer greater
strength to minimise the risk of blades being
dislodged by impact, perfect for this school
environment.

Mother Teresa College,
Parry & Rosenthal Architects, WA
2016 AIA Award for Education Architecture
Clever design principals in this campus include manual
and powered Altair Louvres with the Stronghold System
in classrooms, the multi-purpose and administration
building to assist with light and spacious areas
for students. Powerlouvres up high allow for
night purging where hot air can escape
and be replaced with fresh air.
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Lanai High & Elementary School,
Collaborative Studio LLC, Hawaii
Collaborative Studio incorporated Breezway Louvre
Windows into this school because they met the stringent
requirements of the Department of Education. The
Principal stated that “Breezway Louvres provide close
to 100% ventilation, enable the school to have integral
security screens and offer outstanding designer support”.

www.breezway.com.au/education

designassist@breezway.com.au

